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Abstract:  Immunotherapy has emerged as a potent tool in the treatment of lung cancer, particularly in 

patients with advanced disease.  Multiple drugs are now available which cause an anti-tumor immune re-

sponse by blocking the interaction between programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) and its ligand, PD-

L1, which is expressed in some tumors. This review explores the role of immunotherapy and the practi-

cal implications of testing for PD-L1 in patients with malignant pleural effusion. 
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Introduction 

    Dr. William Coley, fresh out of surgical resi-

dency in 1890, established a practice at the new-

ly built New York Cancer Hospital on West 

106
th
 Street and Eighth Avenue in Manhattan. 

    One of his first patients, seventeen year old 

Elizabeth Dashiell consulted him concerning a 

sarcoma on the dorsum of her 

hand. Her death following a 

futile arm amputation deeply 

affected the young surgeon.  He 

researched hospital records and 

found the case of a German 

man who, after multiple proce-

dures to remove a sarcoma from 

his cheek, developed wound 

erysipelas (Streptococcus py-

ogenes).  The sarcoma gradual-

ly decreased in size, finally dis-

appearing altogether, never to 

recur. 

Dr. Coley theorized that a 

provoked immune system could 

engage in an anti-tumor im-

mune response.  He experimented with live and 

killed bacteria and bacterial toxins in patients 

with a variety of cancers, and published his work 

as a small case series.
1
  Interest in “Coley’s Tox-

ins” as a possible treatment modality was mod-

est and short-lived, supplanted by the exciting 

development of radiation therapy. 

Over a century later, we are witnessing a 

paradigm shift in cancer treatment that proves 

Dr. Coley to be prescient, at the very least.  Can-

cer immunotherapy has emerged as an exciting 

new tool for fighting multiple types of cancer, 

particularly in patients with advanced disease.  

In this review, we examine the possible benefits 

and the limits of our knowledge in the realm of 

immunotherapy for patients with non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC) involving the pleural 

space. 

Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) is a com-

plication seen with nearly all types of cancer.  

Lung cancer is the most common, with MPE 

found in nearly one third of patients.  Malignant 

effusion is also commonly seen in breast cancer, 

Hodgkin’s and Non-Hodgkin’s 

lymphoma, and melanoma.
2
   

Malignancy in an effusion re-

sults from hematologic spread, 

lymphatic spread, or direct in-

vasion from peri-pleural dis-

ease.
3-5

  For solid tumors other 

than mesothelioma, malignant 

cells in the pleural space repre-

sent Stage 4 disease and poor 

survival.
6
 For patients with 

NSCLC, the most common 

cause of cancer-related death 

worldwide,
7,8

 the one-year 

survival rate for patients with 

Stage 4 disease on the basis of 

a malignant pleural effusion is 

39%.
9
 

In these patients, thoracentesis for pleural 

fluid cytological analysis is a safe, high yield 

bedside procedure to establish diagnosis, histo-

logic subtype and disease stage in a single step.  

It has been shown to reliably identify targetable 

mutations and gene rearrangements.
10-13

  Simi-

larly high yields are seen with thoracentesis in 

malignant pleural effusions from other solid 

cancers, including breast carcinoma (70%).
14

  

The yield for liquid tumors including lymphoma, 

leukemia and multiple myeloma ranges from 31-

55%, with Hodgkin’s lymphoma generally hav-

ing the lowest yield.
15,16  

William Coley MD,  Surgical Resident 

     New York Hospital.  Circa 1890 
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Systemic Treatment Options for Patients 

with Stage IV NSCLC and MPE 

A decade ago, treatment options for NSCLC 

Stage 4 on the basis of pleural involvement con-

sisted of either palliative systemic chemotherapy 

or pleural interventions including thoracentesis, 

tunneled indwelling catheters, and pleurodesis. 

Today, several new treatment modalities have 

shown efficacy in selected patients. One is muta-

tion-targeted therapy. Multiple genetic altera-

tions that drive tumor formation and growth 

have been identified in a variety of tumors. Cor-

responding targeted therapies have been devel-

oped to prolong progression-free survival in pa-

tients with the corresponding genetic alterations.    

Adenocarcinoma (ADC), the most common 

NSCLC subtype, contains activated epidermal 

growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations and 

re-arrangement of the anaplastic lymphoma ki-

nase (ALK). Drugs that target these and other 

mutations have been approved by the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) as first-line therapy 

for patients with advanced disease and are in 

wide clinical use. The treatment of metastatic 

cancer with these drugs therefore often hinges 

upon the detection of these genetic alterations. 

Despite the challenge frequently posed by the 

availability of only limited tissue, clinical tumor 

genotyping has been extensively validated on 

cytologic and small histologic specimens, in-

cluding pleural fluid cytology.
17-23

 Accordingly, 

joint guidelines from the College of American 

Pathologists, International Association for the 

Study of Lung Cancer, and Association for Mo-

lecular Pathology,
24

  later endorsed by the Amer-

ican Society of Clinical Oncology(ASCO),
25

  

support EGFR, ALK, ROS1 and BRAF (by AS-

CO) testing on cytologic samples, including cell 

blocks prepared from pleural and pericardial 

effusion samples. 

The newest option available for patients 

with locally advanced or metastatic disease, in-

cluding those without a targetable genetic altera-

tion in the tumor is immunotherapy. This latest 

approach shows that Dr. Coley was correct in 

his assertion that the immune system plays a 

role in cancer, but it is a complex one. Tumor 

cells express antigens that are targets for the 

immune system’s cytotoxic anti-tumor response, 

a reaction conducted primarily by tumor specific 

cytotoxic T cells. An anti-tumor immune re-

sponse can suppress tumor growth by eliminat-

ing cancer cells, but cancer cells, by evading 

immune surveillance, become free to prolifer-

ate.
26

   

Treatment Options in NSCLC Stage 4 

Mechanical Intervention 

Chemotherapy 

Targeted therapy against tumor mutations 

Immunotherapy to activate host defenses 

 

 At the beginning of this decade, it was 

shown that evasion of the immune system occurs 

by expression of ligands * on tumor cells that 

bind to and activate T cell inhibitory receptors.
27

  

Multiple mechanisms for this evasion have 

been elucidated, including “immune check-

points”: biological pathways in the interaction 

between tumor cells and inflammatory cells in 

the tumor microenvironment. The most studied 

of these checkpoints is the pathway involving 

programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) and its 

ligands PD-L1 and PD-L2.   

 PD-1 is a receptor protein expressed 

primarily by T lymphocytes, including tumor-

infiltrating CD4
+
 T cells, B cells, natural killer 

T cells, as well as by monocytes and dendritic 

cells. Binding of the PD-1 by tumor ligands 

inhibits the production (CHECK) of kinases 

involved in T cell activation.
28

  Thus, a tumor 

cell expressing PD-L1 can down-regulate the 

activity of tumor attacking T cells.
26

  Converse-
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ly, prevention of this binding may enable infil-

trating T cells to mount an immune attack on a 

cancer.  

 PD-1 has two ligands, PD-L1 and PD-L2, 

which are expressed by various tumors, includ-

ing NSCLC, melanoma, breast carcinoma, renal 

cell carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma and gastroin-

testinal carcinoma.
29-31

  Upregulation PD-L1 on 

tumor cells has been shown to inhibit cytokine 

and T cell activation.
29,32

 

 In a landmark paper published in 2012, 

Brahmer and colleagues showed that a human 

monoclonal antibody specific for tumor PD-L1 

given every 2 weeks for 

12 weeks resulted in du-

rable clinical responses in 

patients with a variety of 

cancers including 75 pa-

tients with advanced 

NSCLC who had failed or 

progressed on platinum-

based therapy and/or tyro-

sine kinase inhibitors 

(TKIs). Benefit was seen 

in both adenocarcinoma 

(ADC) and squamous cell 

carcinoma (SCC). The drug was well 

tolerated. Complete or partial response 

was seen in up to 17% of patients. Prolonged 

stabilization of disease (at 24 weeks) was seen in 

up to 41%.
33

   

Subsequent studies have focused specifically 

on patients with NSCLC. Several PD-1-

inhibitory monoclonal antibodies are now avail-

able to patients with metastatic NSCLC.
34

  Pem-

brolizumab was initially approved as a second-

line treatment for both metastatic NSCLC with 

expression of PD-L1 in at least 50% of tumor 

cells, and for metastatic NSCLC that had pro-

gressed after platinum-based chemotherapy if 

PD-L1 expression was present in at least 1% of 

tumor cells.
35-38

  Pembrolizumab later gained 

FDA accelerated approval as a first-line therapy 

in combination with chemotherapy for previous-

ly untreated patients with metastatic NSCLC.
39

  

This approval is contingent on future survival 

data.  Nivolumab was approved in 2015 for 

treatment of metastatic NSCLC in patients who 

had failed chemotherapy, and in patients with 

EGFR or ALK mutations who had failed target-

ed therapy.   

Taken together, the efficacy of immunother-

apy targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis in patients 

with metastatic lung cancer has been promis-

ing, with the potential to increase overall sur-

vival by several 

months compared to 

standard chemothera-

py, including patients 

with SCC and ADC.  

While important ques-

tions remain, includ-

ing which patients are 

most likely to benefit, 

the clinical trials tar-

geting PD-1 and PD-

L1 have shown a ten-

dency towards in-

creasing efficacy with increasing 

expression of PD-L1.
37,39-41

    

PD-L1 Immunotherapy for Patients with 

NSCLC and MPE 

All of the large clinical trials of these agents 

in NSCLC required pathologic specimens. The 

PD-L1 tests were developed and validated on 

surgical specimens. The KEYNOTE-024 trial, 

for example, which led to first-line pembroli-

zumab approval, enrolled patients with tumors in 

which at least 50% of cells expressed PD-L1 in 

an immunohistochemistry (IHC)-based compan-

ion test (22C3 pharmDx - Dako North America, 

Inc., Carpinteria, CA).
39

  Although patients in 

the phase III trial of pembrolizumab as first-line 

therapy had unresectable, stage IV NSCLC, cy-

Courtesy of Terese Winslow 

©Terese Winslow LLC 

TereseWinslow.com 
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tology specimens, including fine needle aspi-

rates and effusion samples, were not permitted 

for quantification of PD-L1 expression under the 

trial protocol.  

The stringent requirement for histology samples 

over cytology, along with the paucity of litera-

ture on PD-L1 in cytology samples, may lead 

clinicians and researchers to doubt the suitability 

of effusion samples for PD-L1 testing. The prac-

tical realities of clinical care, however, differ 

from those in a clinical trial. Roughly a third to 

half of all patients with NSCLC are diagnosed 

on the basis of a cytology specimen.
42

  For many 

patients with NSCLC staged on the basis of 

MPE, the pleural fluid tumor cells are the only 

cells easily available for PD-L1 testing.   

Now that immunotherapy is available out-

side clinical trials, PD-L1 detection and quanti-

fication is routinely being done on tumor cells 

obtained from pleural and pericardial fluid sam-

ples in clinical practice. The information ob-

tained is being used to guide clinical decision 

making, but there is a lack of literature validat-

ing this approach. Many questions remain open, 

chiefly whether the yield for PD-L1 testing in 

pleural fluid is the same as in histologic speci-

mens, and whether the PD-L1 status of the 

pleural tumor cells is representative of the en-

tire tumor burden. An analogous concern arises 

when testing small biopsy histologic samples 

from a large tumor.  It is known that there is 

heterogeneity of PD-L1 expression in different 

regions of the same tumor. Therefore, a small 

piece may not represent the status of the 

whole.
26,43  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 Pleural fluid for cytological analysis is pre-

pared by spinning cells down received in either 

an alcohol-based fixative or 10% neutral buff-

ered formalin (NBF) into a pellet known as a 

cell block. It is then processed like a histology 

sample ─ formalin fixed and paraffin embedded 

(FFPE). The suitability of cytologic specimens 

for other advanced testing, such as tumor muta-

tion testing, has been well validated. Joint guide-

lines from the College of American Pathologists, 

the International Association for the Study of 

Lung Cancer and the Association for Molecular 

pathology all endorse the use of cytology for 

testing for EGFR and ALK.
24

 Theoretically, PD-

L1 testing should be easy and accurate in cyto-

logic preparations.  As currently employed, PD-

L1 analysis requires evaluation of a minimum of 

100 viable tumor cells to be considered adequate 

for quantification of PD-L1 expression.  

    Three tests of PD-L1 expression by IHC are 

currently approved by the FDA, each with dif-

ferent grading scales and cut-offs for positivity.  

Variability between the assays may prove to be a 

large barrier to interpretation of biomarker data 

between trials.
44

  However, recent studies show-

ing reasonable concordance between the assays 

are reassuring.
40,45

 Following correlation with a 

hematoxylin & eosin-stained slide, a pathologist 

trained in scoring PD-L1 expression scores any 

perceptible membranous staining (≥1+) of tumor 

cells and quantifies the proportion of viable, PD-

L1-expressing tumor cells in cytology and his-

tology samples. Staining identified in necrotic 

cells or pulmonary alveolar macrophages is dis-

regarded.   

  Clinical Considerations  

Pleural fluid cells may be the only ones easily available 

PD-L1 testing of pleural fluid is done routinely 

PD-L1 data used with paucity of literature support 

Obtaining other tissue can be a significant burden  
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     There is limited literature on the performance 

of PD-L1 testing in pleural fluid cytology.  In 

the absence of clear data supporting PD-L1 test-

ing in cytologic specimens, some have suggested 

that it may be necessary to perform more inva-

sive sampling by core needle biopsy or surgical 

resection in patients 

with MPE. This ap-

proach, however, may 

be burdensome for 

patients with easily 

accessible tumor cells 

and advanced disease. 

As noted above, test-

ing malignant cells 

processed from a pleu-

ral fluid sample for 

PD-L1 with IHC is 

technically quite fea-

sible;
46

 the question re-

mains whether these re-

sults are accurate and 

representative of (or con-

cordant with) the malig-

nant disease elsewhere. 

There is some limited retrospective data to sug-

gest that this is in fact the case, and little data to 

suggest that it is not. 

Following FDA approval of immunotherapy 

for NSCLC, multiple groups have published ret-

rospective analyses of PD-L1 testing in clinical 

practice  These studies serve to inform in a lim-

ited way as to the suitability of MPE specimens 

for this purpose  Heymann and colleagues pub-

lished a series of consecutive cytologic speci-

mens that were diagnostic of lung ADC and 

SCC and compared the results of PD-L1 quanti-

fication performed in a consecutive series of 

histologic specimens (both small biopsies and 

resections) collected over the same time 

period.
47

   

In the Heymann study, a total of 214 lung 

carcinoma specimens were collected from 188 

patients of median age 71.  Pleural and pericar-

dial effusion specimens from twelve of the pa-

tients were included. Specimens were deemed 

“positive” if ≥ 50% the viable tumor cells ex-

pressed PD-L1. Twen-

ty-three patients had 

two or more specimens 

collected. PD-L1 ex-

pression was concord-

ant among paired or 

triplicate samples from 

21 (91%) of these pa-

tients. Heymann and 

colleagues concluded 

overall that cytologic 

specimens of NSCLC 

provide sufficient cel-

lularity for quantifica-

tion of PD-L1 expres-

sion in a majority of 

cases, and that results 

of PD-L1 expression 

testing are comparable 

among resection, cytology, and other small bi-

opsy specimens of NSCLC.  

A case series published by Skov and Skov in 

2017 had similar findings comparing NSCLC 

cytology to histology, although their series had 

only a small number of cytologic specimens 

from pleural fluid. Their retrospective review of 

86 patients with paired histology and cytology 

specimens, mostly NSCLC and a few other tho-

racic neoplasms known to express PD-L1, 

showed similar rates of positivity across multi-

ple cutoffs for “positive”, from ≥ 1% to ≥ 50%.  

Using the ≥ 50% cutoff, the paired specimens 

had 100% agreement on positive cases and 93% 

agreement on negative cases. Only three patients 

had a pleural fluid sample, making extrapolation 

Figure:  Pleural fluid collected by thoracentesis from a 

male smoker aged 60 years with suspected Stage 4 

M1a primary lung adenocarcinoma.           

(A) Pleural fluid cell block, H & E; original magnifica-

tion × 400. (B) Immunohistochemical analysis of PD‐L1 

expression demonstrating  1
+
 membranous staining in 

approximately 75% of tumor cells (“PD‐L1 positive”). 
 

B 

A 
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of the findings overall to this small group diffi-

cult.
48

 

The largest cohort of pleural samples was 

recently presented in a case series by Ilie and 

colleagues. They performed a retrospective re-

view of 70 paired biopsy and cytology samples 

from patients with NSCLC comparing PD-L1 

expression across multiple assays  Of those 70 

cytological samples, 30 were from pleural effu-

sions while the other 40 were from bronchial 

washings. Comparisons of PD-L1 tumor expres-

sion between biopsy and cytology showed 

strong correlation across multiple different as-

says and at both 1% and 50% PD-L1 expression 

cut offs (> 95% positive and negative agree-

ment). Furthermore, intra-class correlation coef-

ficients between isolated pleural cytology and 

biopsy were greater than 0.8 across various as-

says. These findings again support the viability 

of using PD-L1 expression in cytology samples 

to guide treatment eligibility for PD-L1 immu-

notherapy.
49

 

Issues in PD-L1 testing  in MPE 

Correlation of pleural fluid with histological specimens 

Relationship between the pleural fluid yield and the 

whole tumor character 

Comparison of three different PD-L1 tests. 

Best cutoff for “PD-L1 positive“ 

Clinical application of limited data on pleural PD-L1 

testing 

 

PD-L1 Expression in Other Malignancies 

with Pleural Invasion 

PD-L1 expression in the pleural fluid of pa-

tients with other primary malignancies has also 

been studied, most notably malignant pleural 

mesothelioma (MPM). Histological expression 

of PD-L1 in MPM is varied, ranging from 20-

63% in limited studies.
50,51

 This wide range is 

attributed to different thresholds for PD-L1 posi-

tivity (>1% to >10%) as well as different per-

centages of MPM tumor subtypes between stud-

ies. Mansour and colleagues published a case 

series of PD-L1 expression in pleural effusions 

from 74 patients with MPM  Of the analyzed 

cases, 10% had greater than 50% PD-L1 expres-

sion while 38% of the samples had greater than 

1% expression. Of note, 13 of the 74 cases had 

to be excluded due to insufficient cell block ma-

terial or malignant cell number. 

Conclusion 

     The demonstration of a survival benefit in 

advanced NSCLC from mutation-targeted thera-

pies and with PD-L1 immunotherapy has 

changed the way we approach the treatment of 

lung cancer. Many questions regarding PD-L1 

testing remain under debate, including which 

test to use, whether to incorporate staining re-

sults of tumor-associated inflammatory cells, 

which cutoff to use for “positive”, and what to 

do with negative tumors, given that some pa-

tients with PD-L1 negative tumors respond to 

therapy. A true measure of the utility of PD-L1 

testing in pleural effusion samples would be a 

prospective trial with paired testing of malignant 

cells from pleural fluid and matched surgical 

specimens, with an analysis of clinical response 

in immunotherapy-treated patients. In light of 

the emerging data from case series, however 

limited, and given the increase in indications 

and popularity of PD-L1 inhibitors, the clin-

ical equipoise for such a trial is evaporat-

ing.  In the absence of such a trial, more data 

should be collected from patients who have 

paired samples collected in the course of 

routine clinical care. 

In light of what we know now, quantifica-

tion of PD-L1 expression in pleural fluid speci-

mens of NSCLC is feasible.  The results are 

comparable to histologic specimens in the ma-

jority of patients.  For patients with stage IV dis-
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ease on the basis of a malignant effusion, PD-L1 

testing on tumor cells from the pleural space is a 

low-risk, minimally invasive way to determine 

PD-L1 status. Existing data justify using this 

information to guide treatment decisions.  For 

patients, the ultimate question is not one of PD-

L1 status, but of therapeutic benefit and prolon-

gation of survival. Discordance in PD-L1 testing 

does occur, and testing can be suboptimal or fail 

for technical reasons. For patients with MPE and                                                            

failed testing or equivocal results, or for those  

PD-L1 negative patients with limited therapeutic 

alternatives, it is appropriate to consider 

resampling or testing other sites of disease.  

A Final Thought 

We find ourselves now at the beginning of a 

new era of cancer treatment. We have learned 

much about the immune system’s role in cancer 

prevention. And we have learned much about its 

limitations. We have shown that we can alter the 

interaction between tumor cells and normal 

cells. Yet, there is much to be learned and the 

work goes on. The final question remains to be 

answered. Can we enable the immune system to 

eradicate an established cancer? 
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